Adventures in Alliteration ADVERBS

Adverbs are words that describe adjectives and verbs.

Part I: Write an adverb for verb so that it creates an alliterative phrase.

Example: walking *wobbly*

1. Dancing _________________
2. Snoring _________________
3. Eating _________________
4. Sitting _________________
5. Posing _________________
6. Running _________________
7. Lounging _________________
8. Crying _________________
9. Chomping _________________
10. Gazing__________________

Part II: Rewrite the following sentences using as much alliteration as you can. You may change any words in the sentence except the adverb, which is underlined. The meaning of the rewritten sentence must be the same as the original.

11. The grandmother walked along the path *slowly*.

12. Birds flew across the sky *breezily*.


14. The dancer performed *gracefully*.

15. Two little boys shared their toys *nicely*.